5 Motivation 6 Recent advances in DNA sequencing technology have allowed deep profiling of B-and 7
Introduction 28
The scale of immune repertoire sequencing (RepSeq) has increased exponentially 29 over the past decade. Sequencing platforms such as the Illumina MiSeq, HiSeq, and 30
NovaSeq are able to generate over 10 9 sequencing reads per sample (Briney et al., 2019; 31 Soto et al., 2019) . There are currently over 4.0 terabases of publicly available B-and T-32 cell receptor (BCR and TCR, respectively) sequences available in the NCBI Sequence 33 Read Archive (SRA; Leinonen et al., 2011) and data continues to be added every year. 34
In addition, initiatives such as the Human Vaccines Project rely on unprecedented deep 35 sequencing of human donors to decode the human immune system (Soto et al., 2019; 36 Wooden and Koff, 2018) . 37 However, with the promise of large-scale immune repertoire sequencing come 38 challenges as well. In particular, sequencing error is a fundamental technical limitation 39 that limits the scale and scope of RepSeq experiments. Sequencing error can arise both 40 from PCR errors during library preparation and miscalled bases on the sequencing 41 instrument. Illumina reports an error rate of roughly 0.1% for MiSeq and HiSeq 42 instruments, i.e. 1 error per kb sequenced (Glenn, 2011) . This is compounded by the error 43 rate of the DNA polymerase used during library preparation, which can vary from 10 -5 to 44 erroneous variants per clone (Shugay et al., 2014; Friedensohn et al., 2018) . 48
Errors in antibody sequencing datasets are especially problematic because errors 49 are indistinguishable from somatic hypermutation. Somatic variants provide a great deal 50 of biological insight, since they have been mutated in response to a challenge and can 51 provide information on the specificity of clones. This creates a difficult situation where 52 biologically interesting somatic variants are confounded with error-ridden sequences. It 53 has been shown in several cases that elaborate clonal lineages can be created from a 54 single DNA template by error alone (Briney et al., 2016; Khan et al., 2016) . 55
The predominant approach to error correction in RepSeq datasets uses barcoding 56 via unique molecular identifiers (UMIs) attached to the DNA strand during library 57 preparation to identify reads that have originated from the same template. Reads with 58 matching UMIs can then be collapsed to a consensus sequence to eliminate errors. UMIs 59 have been implemented in many varieties in the RepSeq community with success 60 (Shugay et al., 2014; Friedensohn et al., 2018; Briney et al., 2016; Khan et al., 2016; 61 Turchaninova et al., 2016; Cole et al., 2016) . However, this technology still faces several 62 limitations. UMI collisions, where two distinct templates contain the same barcode, can 63 be common depending on the design of the barcode and must be accounted for by 64 complex bioinformatic pipelines. In addition, consensus sequences cannot be generated 65 with confidence for barcodes with less than five reads, potentially eliminating a significant 66 portion of the dataset. In addition, incorporating UMIs into a library preparation protocol 67 can be technically challenging, leading to complex workflows. Lastly, since UMIs must be 68 incorporated before sequencing, they do not address the problem of error in legacy 69
datasets. 70
Existing bioinformatic approaches to error correction use abundance-based 71 clustering to filter out rare clones and keep those that are represented by multiple reads. 72
These approaches have been most successful for correction of T-cell receptors, which 73 are more redundant due to the lack of somatic hypermutation (Gerritsen et al., 2016; 74 Giraud et al., 2014; Bolotin et al., 2015) . However, these approaches are limited in that 75 they discard rare clones, which may be of significant interest in antibody sequencing 76 datasets. This can result in a tremendous loss of data. Although there are many software 77 tools for reconstruction and analysis of BCRs (Briney et al., 2016; Vander Heiden et al., 78 2014; Safonova et al., 2015; Kovaltsuk et al., 2018) , there is currently no option for error 79 correction of unlabeled BCR sequences. 80
To address these concerns, I have developed ErrorX, an automated suite for 81 immune repertoire error correction. ErrorX uses deep learning to identify individual 82 nucleotide positions that are likely to have arisen from either PCR or sequencing error. 83
Nucleotides with a high probability of being erroneous are annotated and can be 84 accounted for when building clonal lineages, estimating total diversity, or measuring 85 degree of somatic hypermutation. ErrorX does not use any clustering or consensus-86 building to assign errors, which confers several advantages over existing approaches: 1) 87 rare clones are maintained in the datasets, 2) high sequencing depth is not necessary for 88 error correction with confidence, and 3) processing time scales linearly with number of 89 sequences, allowing for rapid error correction even in large datasets. In addition, ErrorX 90 is trained on real datasets, not synthetic repertoires, meaning that the results shown in 91 benchmarking translate directly to the performance on a new dataset. Since ErrorX is a 92 pure bioinformatics approach to error correction, it does not rely on UMI barcodes and 93 operates directly on unlabeled sequences, making it amenable to correction of legacy 94 data. To the author's knowledge, this is the first method for error correction of unlabeled 95
BCR repertoires. 96
Results 97
Error correction workflow 98
The ErrorX workflow is summarized in Figure 1 . Annotated BCR sequences from 99 public datasets were used to train a deep neural network to predict the probability that a 100 nucleotide at a given position is erroneous. Features such as nucleotide identity, Phred 101 quality score (a quality metric reported by the sequencing instrument), and germline 102 interest and used as input to the neural network (see Methods for details). Since the 104 training datasets were fully annotated, the problem was formulated as a supervised binary 105 classification task of predicting a given base as error/no error, and performance was 106 measured on an independent validation dataset. Once the network was optimized to 107 maximize performance, the same network was then applied to unlabeled data to identify 108 erroneous nucleotides. 109
Performance on public datasets 110
After training the ErrorX neural network on human and mouse BCR sequences, 111 the performance was measured on validation datasets of human and mouse BCR 112 sequences from donors not included in the training set. In addition, ErrorX was tested on 113 Figure 2 . Performance of the ErrorX network in error correction. The ErrorX neural network was trained on a set of human and mouse BCR sequences (labeled "Training data") and evaluated on three validation datasets, of either human BCRs, mouse BCRs, or human TCRs. A. ROC curve showing performance in error prediction for the four datasets. Phred quality score alone was used as a naïve control, as it was the most predictive input feature. ROC area under the curve (AUC) is shown in parentheses. B. Precision-recall curves for error prediction. Average precision score is shown in parentheses. a validation dataset of human TCR sequences. It is worth noting that ErrorX was never 114 explicitly trained on TCR sequence data -if the rules defining probable sites of error are 115 universal across receptor type, then performance should be equally robust for BCR and 116 TCR data. ErrorX performed very well in discriminating between errors and non-errors in 117 all three datasets (Figure 2a ), with area under the curve on the receiver operating curve 118 (ROC AUC) ranging from 0.92 -0.97. Importantly, the false positive rates at the optimized 119 threshold were 0.05% or less in all cases, meaning that while error positions were 120 accurately identified, it was rare that a correct base was called an error. As a control, I 121 plotted the performance of Phred quality scores alone as a discriminator. ErrorX 122 significantly outperformed the naive approach of using quality scores alone with a ROC 123 AUC of 0.6. 124
Error identification is a highly class-imbalanced problem, with many more negative 125 data points than positives (i.e. many more correct bases than errors). As ROC AUC can 126 be misleading in class-imbalanced problems, I also plotted the precision-recall (PR) 127 curves for these datasets and calculated the average precision score (Figure 2b , average 128 precision score shown in parenthesis). In agreement with the ROC curves, performance 129 in precision-recall space was very robust, with average precision score ranging from 0.45 130 sequences. In benchmark studies, 1,000 sequences could be error-corrected in 18.5 148 seconds when run from the raw FASTQ file (Table 3 ). The majority of the runtime is spent 149 on germline gene assignment by IgBlast and not in actual error correction. Therefore the 150 pipeline can be sped up significantly when the germline has been pre-assigned and the 151 data input to ErrorX as a TSV file -the runtime in this case was 3.2 seconds (Table 3) . 152
Dataset
Based on this computational performance, ErrorX can easily be integrated into any 153 processing pipeline, with minimal effect on total runtime. 154
False clonal lineage reduction 155
A frequent problem in immune repertoire sequencing dataset is the identification 156 of spurious clonal lineages that are caused not by somatic hypermutation, but errors 157 introduced during the sequencing process. The presence of such erroneous lineages has 158 been illustrated in multiple cases (Briney et al., 2016; Khan et al., 2016) and is currently 159 a major obstacle to clonal lineage analysis in non-error corrected data. As an illustration 160 of the power of ErrorX in identifying erroneous sequences, I applied ErrorX to a spurious 161 clonal lineage in a mouse BCR sequencing dataset from the independent validation set. 162
This lineage consisted of eight "clones" which were distinct on the nucleotide level, but 163 were known to have originated from the same DNA template based on a UMI barcode 164 (Figure 3a) . When ErrorX was applied to these spurious clones, the neural network 165 correctly identified the positions of error in all eight clones, without misidentifying any 166
Format
Runtime (sec) FASTQ 18.5 TSV 3.9 Table 3 : Runtime required for processing 1,000 sequences with the ErrorX protocol, based on using either raw FASTQ data as input, or a TSV file with pre-annotated sequences where the germline had already been assigned.
correct bases as errors (Figure 3b ). Importantly, this error correction was done without 167 using the UMI barcode as an input, purely based on the unlabeled nucleotide sequence. 168
In this case, the spurious clonal lineage of eight clones could be accurately characterized 169 as erroneous by ErrorX and reduced to the one correct sequence. This shows that ErrorX 170 is an important tool to incorporate in any datasets where clonal lineages are being 171 generated, especially when UMI barcodes are not present, to eliminate the possibility of 172 analyzing false clonal lineages. 173 Figure 3 . Case study of ErrorX used to correct spurious clonal lineages. A. A family of eight sequences with a common UMI barcode, but different nucleotide sequences resulting from sequencing or PCR error, was identified. After UMI removal and error correction by ErrorX, the erroneous bases were correctly annotated and the spurious clonal lineage was reduced to a single member (SEQ971048). B. Illustration of error correction in sequences from panel A. Nucleotides known to be erroneous by UMIbased consensus are highlighted in red. N nucleotides indicate those predicted to be errors by ErrorX. In this case study, all sequencing errors were correctly detected by ErrorX, with no false positives (i.e. correct nucleotides labeled as erroneous).
GUI integration 174
In addition to a command line interface, ErrorX is also available as a graphical user 175 interface (GUI), called ErrorX Viewer. All of the functionality from the command line is 176 also available in the GUI, including error correction, V, D, and J gene assignment, CDR1, 177 2, and 3 length analyses, and clonotype analysis. In addition to error correction, ErrorX 178
Viewer provides a full suite of sequence analysis for any stage of antibody discovery or 179 repertoire sequencing. ErrorX Viewer has a tab layout showing 1) a summary of the input 180 data, including number of total sequences, unique sequences, and productive sequences, 181
2) a summary of IGHV and IGHJ gene usage, 3) histograms portraying the lengths of 182 In this report I describe the ErrorX software, which uses deep learning to identify 203 erroneous nucleotides in RepSeq datasets consisting of either BCR or TCR sequences. 204
ErrorX was able to reduce the error rate by up to 36% in public datasets with a false 205 positive rate of 0.05%. In a case study, applying ErrorX to an erroneous clonal lineage 206 from a BCR sequencing dataset was able to correctly identify that 8 false clonal variants 207 originated from the same parent clone, using a pure bioinformatics approach. ErrorX 208 operates on unlabeled sequences directly from the FASTQ sequence file, allowing it to 209 be easily integrated into an existing workflow. 210
Limitations 211
Currently ErrorX only supports data gathered on Illumina instruments. Since the 212 neural network was trained exclusively on Illumina sequence data, the features that 213 contribute to erroneous positions are likely to be specific to Illumina sequencing 214 chemistry. Sequencing data gathered on other instruments with different sequencing 215 chemistries therefore would not be compatible with ErrorX as currently implemented. 216
However, I plan to add support for alternate sequencing platforms, particularly long-read 217 sequencing formats such as PacBio and Oxford Nanopore sequencing (Amarasinghe et 218 al., 2020) , in the future. In the same vein, Sanger sequencing is also not currently 219 supported, as the difference in sequencing chemistry and quality scores make it difficult 220 to translate the results. Incorporating error correction for Sanger sequencing data is 221 another future direction of ErrorX. approaches. However, UMI-based error correction faces many limitations that prevent its 227 wide adoption, such as complex library preparation protocols, UMI collisions, loss of 228 singleton sequences when samples are not sequenced to extraordinary depth, and lack 229 of applicability to legacy data. Given these limitations, ErrorX can be used as a 230 complementary approach to UMI barcoding to provide more confidence in the accuracy 231 of sequences. Phred quality scores are an input to the ErrorX neural network, and assembly softwares 243 differ in their algorithms for calculating quality scores post-assembly. Therefore, to ensure 244 that ErrorX would be robust to different paired end assemblers, reads were assembled 245 using both PANDASEQ (Masella et al., 2012) and USEARCH (Edgar, 2010) software 246
packages. ErrorX was also tested on unassembled reads, with no change in performance. 247
Data processing 248
Data was first assigned a germline sequence using IgBlast version 1.10 (Ye et al., 249 2013) . Sequences were discarded if the E value for V gene assignment was > 10 -4 . 250
Sequences were kept in the dataset if the D and/or J gene assignments were poor (E 251 value cutoffs were 10 -2 and 10 -1 , respectively), but the putative D and/or J gene 252 assignments were disregarded. As the public datasets used have incorporated barcodes, 253 it was possible to determine precisely which positions were erroneous based on a 254 consensus sequence. Reads were clustered based on a unique identifier consisting of 255 the UMI barcode and V and J gene assignments to avoid barcode collisions. Clusters 256 were then thrown out if they contained < 5 members to prevent an ambiguous consensus 257 sequence. A consensus nucleotide sequence was then generated for each cluster and 258 duplicate occurrences of the same consensus sequence were removed. This step was 259 critical to ensure that the neural network would not overfit on the sequence of the most 260 dominant clones. Error correction is a highly class-imbalanced problem, with roughly 261 0.5% positive cases. To enrich for positive cases, only non-germline positions were 262 included in the training and validation sets, on the rationale that almost all positive cases 263 were also non-germline. This filtering step enriched the proportion of positive cases to 3% 264 total. After these processing steps a total of 2.4 x 10 6 data points were included in the 265 training set and 6.4 x 10 5 data points in the validation set. 266
Feature calculation 267
For each position in the nucleotide sequence, a sliding window of nine surrounding 268 nucleotides (four preceding and four following the position of interest) was extracted and 269 converted to numeric features using one-hot encoding. A sequence window based on the 270 inferred germline sequence was also extracted, one-hot encoded and added to the 
Training strategy 277
Data stratification into training and validation sets was performed using a "leave-278 one-donor-out" cross-validation strategy to provide the most rigorous testing possible. It 279 has been observed that a traditional k-fold cross-validation strategy can be prone to 280 overfitting when dealing with biological data, caused by batch effects between samples 281 and multiple occurrences of the same sequence within a dataset (Leek et al., 2010) . 282
Rather than pooling all sequencing across donors, then splitting into training/validation 283 sets, the sequences comprising the training and validation sets were derived from 284 separate donors, eliminating the possibility of cross-contamination. In addition, the human 285 BCR, human TCR, and mouse BCR datasets were gathered by separate labs at different 286 institutions -by including data gathered under different experimental conditions, the 287 possibility that batch effects contribute to the performance of the ErrorX network was 288 eliminated. 289
Neural network architecture and training 290
After optimization of network architecture and type, the optimal network was 291 determined to be a fully connected, feed forward multi-layer perceptron consisting of 3 292 hidden layers of 256, 128, and 64 nodes, respectively. Training was performed using a 293 dropout layer between each hidden layer with a rate of 10%. In addition a kernel l2 294 regularizer was applied with a value of 10 -4 to all hidden layers. ReLU activation functions 295 were used for all layers except for the output neuron, which used a sigmoid activation 296 function. A binary crossentropy loss function was used and optimized by a Stochastic 297 Gradient Descent optimizer with a learning rate of 0.01. Training was performed using the 298 Keras package with Theano backend in Python version 2.7 (The Theano Development 299 Team et al., 2016) . The final network was trained on an r5.2xlarge AWS EC2 instance. 300
Runtime calculations were performed on a MacBook Pro running OSX High Sierra 301 10.13.6, on an Intel i7 processing chip with multithreading enabled over 8 threads and 16 302 GB memory. ROC AUC and average precision score for the final predictions were 303 calculated using the scikit-learn package (Pedregosa et al.) . 304
Clonal lineage reduction 305
A lineage of 20 sequences sharing a UMI barcode were identified from a mouse 306 BCR sequencing dataset (Khan et al., 2016 ; SRR3175021) that was part of the 307 independent validation set during training. After germline gene assignment the nucleotide 308 sequences were deduplicated to reduce the lineage to eight members. A phylogenetic 309 tree was generated using the Interactive Tree of Life software (Letunic and Bork, 2019) . 310
After error correction by ErrorX the sequences were deduplicated again, ignoring N 311 nucleotides (predicted sites of error). 312
Software application 313
ErrorX is available as both a command-line application and a graphical user 314 interface (GUI), called ErrorX Viewer. ErrorX is written in C++ and compiled using clang 315 version 10.0.1. Unit tests covering all major functionality were written using the cxxtest 316 package (https://cxxtest.com/). ErrorX Viewer is written in C++ and uses the Qt framework 317 (https://www.qt.io/) version 5.10.1 for the interface. Both the command-line and GUI 318 applications were compiled and tested on Mac OSX, Windows 7, Windows 10, and 319
Debian-based Linux distributions for compatibility. Pre-compiled binaries are available at 320
